What’s New At The Wrong Number Family Of BBS’
_____________________________________________

01/29/2021 – Lots of things going on over the past 2 months. Bucko’s Den (Image 2.0 BBS) was
taken down due to lack of use. The Wrong Number V (Image 1.2 BBS) was also taken down not
due to lack of use but to more streamline the Family of BBS’ and allow for my free time to be
better spent on boards that are more up to date then others. I have also been playing with a
CNet128 board v7.2+ for a friend. I haven’t decided yet if I will be keeping it for myself or giving
it off to him. Give it a call at twbbs.ddnsfree.com:6428 It is 1 of only 2 CNet 128 boards running
that we know of and running in Emulation. In the coming months I intend to expand the Door
Server with more Doors and hook up other BBS’ to it so there is more players in the games.

12/05/2020 – The Wrong Number ][ BBS (wn2.duckdns.org:23) has been undergoing a lot of
menu work over the past week. I will most likely have the new cursor driven menu’s up and
running in about a week. At that point I will devote time to adding in more doors to the Door
Server.
I have also changed the FQDN addresses for all of the BBS’, you can still reach them via the
wn2.duckdns.org:port but now they are as follows:
The Wrong Number ]I[ BBS – wn3.duckdns.org:6400
The Wrong Number IV BBS – wn4.duckdns.org:3000
The Wrong Number V BBS – wn5.duckdns.org:6407
Bucko’s Den BBS – bdbbs.duckdns.org:6407
Bucko’s Den II BBS – bd2.duckdns.org:6800
If you come across any that do not work please let me know..
11/05/2020 – As of today Bucko’s Den is now running on a Emulated 4.1gig CMD Hard Drive in
WinVice. The Wrong Number IV is currently being run from a Emulated Lt Kernal Hard Drive also
in a WinVice setup. Although, that will be changing to a Emulated CMD Hard Drive the same as
Bucko’s Den so I can take advantage of the SuperCPU emulation speeding the BBS up to 20mhz!
There’s still a lot more to come!
10/03/2020 – Updated the website a bit, did some upgrades on the Image BBS v3.0 (Wrong
Number IV BBS) It is getting more and more difficult to determine if that BBS runs on a C64, a
C128, Amiga or PC! The screens all center now in 40 or 80 columns. Including 90% of the text of
the BBS program! There’s more where this came from’!! A LOT more!!

09/18/2020 – The website you are looking at has been updated with this page that you are
currently viewing. On the BBS front, Image BBS v3.0 is getting closer and closer to release. The
latest is it now detects ANSI mode correctly and there is no need to answer questions when
connecting…

